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How a Submarine Sees under the Sea
Have you ever wondered how a submarine sees and hears underwater? It has no eyes

and ears to find its way through a dark ocean. When a submarine is on the surface of the ocean,
there is no problem. Someone can stand in the top of the conning tower ( the sub’s lookout post )
and watch the sea with binoculars. If the sub is resting just below the top of the water, a person
can look through the periscope and see what’s going on around the submarine. When the sub is
in the ocean’s depths, special electronic equipment must be used to tell it where it’s going and
what might be in its path.

A submarine “sees” underwater by “hearing.” That may sound strange, but it does this
with something called sonar. Sonar is the only way a sub can “see” what is in the depths of the
ocean. It works like the radar sensors of a bat. While a bat is flying, it sends out short radar
pulses. When these pulses strike something, they bounce back and tell the bat the size and
location of the object. Sonar works the same way. It is short pulses of sound sent out from a
speaker in the sub’s hull. You may have heard its pinging noise in submarine movies. The sub
uses sound waves because they move fast and easily through the dark ocean.

If a sound wave doesn’t strike anything, it will soon fade away, like ripples on a lake. If,
though, it hits an object, the sound wave will bounce back towards the sub, just like an echo.
Hydrophones in the sub’s hull pick up the echo. A sonar technician hears the echo through a set
of earphones. It is this person’s job to keep the sub from hitting underwater objects. A
submarine uses two types of sonar; they are called active and passive. Active sonar sends out
the sound wave into the water. Then the technician waits for an echo. A sonar echo can tell its
listener what kind of object it is bouncing off; it may be another sub, a ship, a large fish or a
mountain on the ocean floor.

The technician knows the speed of sound underwater and the time it takes for sound to
reach the object and return. Therefore, this person can find out how far away the object is and
how fast and in what direction it is going. The technician can also get facts about objects on the
surface of the water. If the sub wants to surface at the North Pole, sonar will tell it where the
ice is thin, or it will tell it where there is a hole in the ice. It will also warn the sub when
icebergs loom in the distance.

Active sonar can also reveal how far it is from the sub to the ocean’s floor by measuring
the time it takes for sound waves to reach the floor and bounce back to the ship. A machine
records these echoes on paper; thus the shape of the ocean bottom is shown as the sub moves
along. Peaks, valleys and cracks in the ocean floor can be charted this way.

Passive sonar does not send out a signal; instead it is used for listening. A sonar
technician uses it to listen for sounds made by passing ships. He or she can tell what kind of
ship it is by the type of sounds they make. (Whales and other large sea creatures make their
own special sounds.) The series of hydrophones in the hull of a sub tells this person where the
noise is coming from. Sometimes sounds can be picked up from as far out as 160 kilometers.

Like most ships, submarines have undersea charts and navigation equipment. At times
a sub may surface to take readings from the stars, but sonar is still the best way to tell what its
underwater surroundings are. It is the eyes and ears of the submarine.
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